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CAWFE® Uses LANDFIRE Fuel Data

The fuel data used in CAWFE® are from LANDFIRE fuel data based on
Anderson (1982) Fire Behavior Fuel Model including 13 categories.
Any other fuel data set that follows the format of LANDFIRE FBFM13
(Anderson, 1982) can be easily utilized by CAWFE® model.
Data sets following different model would potentially require significant
development (e.g. CO-WRAP, Scott and Burgan, 2005).
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Fuel parameters required by CAWFE® are:
 Surface fuel load [kg/m2]
 Fuel load decrease weighting parameter [s]
 Surface area to volume ratio [1/m]
 Fuel depth [m]
 Fuel moisture content of extinction
 Canopy fuel load [kg/m2]
 Canopy fuel burnout time [s]

Coupling Between Weather Conditions
and Fuel Properties in CAWFE®
 At present meteorological conditions affect the ground (not canopy)
moisture content and therefore fuel rate of spread through relative humidity.
 Future developments could include modification of canopy moisture
content based on relative humidity (including precipitation) from the
weather model and/or observations.
 In CAWFE® burned ground fuel and canopy fuel contribute to sensible heat
and moisture flux in the atmosphere.
 Radiative heating by the flame front is not explicitly simulated, but all
processes that propagate the fire, including radiational heating, drying, and
igniting unburned fuel, convective heating, contact ignition, and the spotting
of small flaming embers short distances ahead of the fire line are
parameterized following rate of spread model by Rothermel (1972).

CAWFE® Can Handle Crown Fires
 CAWFE® simulates active crown fires but not passive:
• Firs canopy is dried out by the heat from the ground fire
• If the remaining heat exceeds a threshold the canopy is ignited
• Rate of spread of the fire is increased once the canopy is ignited in
certain fuel categories (depending on the canopy density)
• Spotting from the crown fires is not currently explicitly simulated
• In the case of crown fire, the sensible heat and moisture flux provide
feedback to the atmosphere

